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NORUMBEGA CONTAINS
COSMOPOLITAN GROUP
Cross-section Of Wellesley Revealed
In Heterogeneous Group In
House This Year.
Norumbega this year may well be
called a cross-section of Wellesley. In
the bouse There are 45 students, who
include members of the upper cla






1 from Colorado Springs
Gisella Dedinszky from Budapest
.Suzanne Adam from Le Havre
Wan Ving Hsieh from Peking
Sumiye Seo from Tokio
One freshman is from Buffalo, and
the ether is Carolyn Wells inoi the
author yen from Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
The house also includes the Chamber-
lin Twins from Concord, Massachu-
There are four transfers from:
St. .Alary of the Woods, in Indiana.
The University of Illinois
The University of Wisconsin
The University of Texas
The Japanese and Chinese were in
Norumbega last year; they are good
mixers and very popular. The other
foreign students are older than the
usual American college scholar, but
they seem to be fitting in well.
!i tiitre were a red head and a
granddaughter, the house would be
quite complete, because there is a
Mary Brown, and the cosmopolitan-
ism is thorough.
Norumbega is always proud of itself
and is especially so this year, says
.Mrs. Ewing. the Head of House.
RESULTS OF RECENT ELECTIONS
SPECIALIST TO LECTURE ON
NURSERY SCHOOL EDUCATION
The department of Education of
Wellesley College has added this year
to its official staff, as Lecturer on
Nursery School Education, Miss Abi-
gail Adams Eliot, A. B., Director of
the Ruggles Street Nursery School,
Boston, and the Cambridge Nursery
School, and a recognized specialist in
the field of pre-school education.
For some years Wellesley College
has attempted to bring to the students
of Education an opportunity to study
the characteristics and needs of young
children. Several years ago the Anne
Page Memorial Kindergarten was giv-
en to the College, by a generous friend
of kindergarten education, as a me-
morial to the late Anne Page of Bos-
ton, aud as an institution in which
the children of Wellesley could re-
ceive expert care and training and
in which students of the department
of Education could study children.
This kindergarten is directed by Miss
Matilda Remy, B. S., who is also a
Lecturer in the Department of Edu-
cation. The building is considered a
model structure for its purpose and
is visited, by many educators. For
several summers a Conference of
Kindergarteners has been held here
and has been attended by experienced
kindergarteners from all parts of the
United States.
It is interesting to note that these
activities in behalf of young children
some of which have been in operation
at Wellesley College for a number of
years, are in the field of work recently
undertaken by the American Associa-








Executive Board Caroline Johnson
.Margaret Overington, Mabel Swett
Factotums Darrel Morrow
Mary Grover
Members of House of Representatives
Anne Revere. Katherine Tracy
Debating Member. . .Constance Bishop
Officers of Athletic Association
Second Vice-President Harriet Clarke
Treasurer Ruth Foljambe
Custodian Prudence Wallis
Outing Club Secretary and Treasurer
Constance Twitchell









Fire Chief Polly Smith
OXFORD DEBATE TICKETS TO
BE SOLD UNTIL OCTOBER 20
On Tuesday evening, October 20, at
7:15 P. M., the Oxford—Wellesley De-
bate will he held in Alumnae Hall.
This long-expected event should bring
forth a hearty response in the way of
a large, interested audience. A great
sponsibility rests upon the listeners,
r they are asked to make the deci-
)n of the winner by intelligent vot-
g.
Tickets will be on sale at the "El
Table" from October 13 to 20. For
those who fail to buy them during
that time, a last opportunity will be
given to attend by a sale of tickets at
the door. All who have joined the De-
bating Club, will be entitled to re-
served seats, also on sale at the "El
Table." Other seats will be "rush."
The speeches will be about 15 min-
utes long with a 5-minute rebuttal
on each side. The Wellesley speak-
ers, in order of presentation are: Ruth
M. Sullivan, Elizabeth Adams, and
Julia S. Older. The English debaters,
as previously announced, are: Mr.
Bernay, Mr. Wedderburn, and Mr.
Lloyd-Jones.
A FORMER WELLESLEY MEMBER
WILL GIVE H0RT0N LECTURE
Dr. H. H. Powers, president of the
Bureau of University Travel, will de-
liver the Horton lecture, given under
the auspices of the Department of
Greek Friday evening, November 13.
Dr. Powers has been professor of Art
in. several institutions, and is a well
•iter. He
a member of the Wellesley faculty.
Professor Katherine May Edwards of
the Greek Department, traveled in
Europe this summer as a lecturer for
the Bureau of University Travel, and
numerous Wellesley girls went abroad
under its auspices. The entire col-
lege is invited to the lecture, which
will be given in Billings Hall at 8
PAY DAY
October 21 and 22
From 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
A through L to come October 21
M through Z October 22
Claflin
Vice-Pres Helen M. Jones
Sec.-Treas Geraldine Dow
















Fire Chief Adelaide Corwith
V:ce-Pres Ruth Moak
Sec.-Treas .Mary Worth




Fire Chief Dorothy Erdmann
CARL SANDBURG TO READ AT
FIRST RECITAL OF THE YEAR
By the generous endowment of Miss
Eunice C. Smith, a leading Wellesley
alumna, a series of Poem Recitals has
become one of the regular feature
the college year. Our first poet of the
autumn, Mr. Carl Sandburg of Illinois,
represents the radical position in
verse. The titles of his successive vol-
umes, Chicago Poems, Com Httskcrs,
Smoke and Steel, Slabs of the Sun-
burnt West, indicate their contents.
William Rose Ben£t has characterized
him as "the folk-singer going down
the road with a banjo, and nearer to
the true Whitman than any other mod-
Mr. Sandburg will make his first ap-
pearance before a Wellesley audience
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It has been the custom for many
years to have three and sometimes
four communion services during the
college year. This year the first of
these services will occur on Sunday,
October 25, and Rev. Raymond Cal-
kins of Cambridge will be the preach-
Dr. Calkins will spend the entire
day at Wellesley and will thus in-
augurate a series of pastoral visits.
The purpose of these visits is to give
to the students opportunity to secure
friendly counsel and advice from one
who knows college students and has
a sympathetic attitude toward their
problems. Dr. Calkins will be in
the vestry of the Chapel on Sunday
afternoon, will give an address at the
Chapel service in the evening and
after the service will have an hour
for consultation with individuals or
with a group. Dr. Calkins will come
for a Sunday afternoon and evening
at four other times during the college
year on November 29, January 31.
March 7 and May 9.
Dr. Calkins needs no Introduction
to Wellesley and the College con-
gratulates Itself on securing his
friendly and pastoral service for the
students.
Ellen F. Pendleton,
RAISE IN FEE NECESSITATED N\
BY INCREASED UPKEEP COSTS
In order to meet the increased cost
of College maintenance, the Trustees
of Wellesley College find it
and living expenses. The new rates
which will go into effect in September,
192(1, are as follows: Charge for
tuition $400, raised from $300.
Charge for board and room §600.
raised from §500.
Total $1000.
For students of ability who fulfill
the entrance requirements and
the ased the
Trustees are making provision by a
plan of competitive scholarships of
varying amounts which will be avail-
able for members of next year's enter-
ing class. Details concerning them
will he announced later.
The cost of maintenance of a Col-
lege of the size and rank of Wellesley
includes not only the upkeep of build-
ings and grounds but also continued
expenditure for equipment, books, and
of policy to make the charge for a
student's education more nearly equal
to the actual cost. More and larger
competitive scholarships are being es-
tablished that this may not exclude
promising students of modest means.
I COLLEGE WILL HAVE
PART IN CONFERENCE
Wellesley Will Send Representatives
To Mt. Holyoke Conference
Of October 23.
HOUSE ELECTS ITS SECRETARY





m was also given to a confer-
discuss the smoking question,
which will be held at Mt. Holyoke, Oc-
tober 23 and be comprised of represen-
s from Mt. Holyoke, Smith, Vas-
nd Wellesley. Some discussion
took place, and at the next meeting
definite opinions will be formulated,
epresentative of the college, which
mr delegate will uphold at the con-
erence. Besides the regular members
if the House, all the House Presidents
and Heads of NEWS, Debate, and Ju-
ry are members ex-oflicio. The
leges of these honorary mem-
include the right to speak but not
3te. The list of the new mera-




























(Continued on Page 2, Col. 1)
OPPORTUNITY IS OFFERED TO
LEARN THE GREEK ALPHABET
An opportunity of learning the
Greek alphabet is offered to the col-
lege by Professor Edwards of the
Greek Department this Friday, Octo-
ber 16, in room 124 Founders Hall at
7:30 o'clock. Miss Edwards is making
this offer primarily to the class in
Greek 203 but she extends a cordial
invitation to all those interested. The
only requirements are paper and care-
ful attention.
LATIN DEPARTMENT NOTICE
The ill illu ed le
by Professor Alice Walton on Octo-
ber IS at 7:30 P. M„ room 24, Found-
Hall. Miss Walton's subject will
be "The Staging of a Roman Comedy."
The lecture is designed especially
for Freshmen in Latin
opened to all.
WELLESLEY AGAIN SCENE OF
WOMEN'S SCHOOL OF POLITICS
The School of Politics, organized
and conducted by the League of Wo-
Voters, will meet in Wellesley
Wednesday and Thursday, October 2S
and 23. The sessions will be held in
inae Hall, and luncheon and sup-
per will be served there. The subject
be studied is the Constitution. The
makers will include Mabel Walker
AVillebrandt. Assistant Attorney-Gen-
al, who, the Springfield Republican
;ys, is the most brilliant woman
speaker in the country; Professor
William B. Munro, head of the de-
partment of Government at Harvard,
and the author of many books on
icipal problems; ex-Senator Al-
bert J. Beveridge, the student and in-
terpreter of the John Marshall period
of Constitutional growth; and Mr. Ed-
rd E. Curtis. Associate Professor of
History at Wellesley.
The American citizenship commit-
tee of the League had chosen for its
topic "Our Federal Constitution" be-
fore the American Bar Association an-
nounced plans for a "Constitution
Week" in late September. This af-
fords a happy coincidence, for the gen-
eral interest aroused by the activities
of the Bar Association will demand
more specific and detailed study which
the School of Politics will provide.
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is .the initiator of the open air fetes
and the manifestations of the aesthetic
character which each Spring brings
with it. transforming the laborious
students into gracious fairies."
J. B. '28.
ONE NEW MEMBER ELECTED TO
COLLEGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Wellesley has a new trustee. Clif-
ton H. Dwinnell has recently been
elected to the Board of Trustees of
the college. Mr. Dwinnell is a grad-
uate of Worcester Polytechnic Insti-
tute, Class of '94. He is a Director of
Tufts, First Vice-President of the
First National Bank of Boston and
President of the University Club.
WELLESLEY IN RETROSPECT A
LAND OF WONDER AND DELIGHT
What Wellesley will look like to us
at the end of a period of years is
necessarily a matter of some uncer-
tainty, but we are a bit skeptical at
the moment about agreeing with Mile.
Clevenot, Professor of French here in
1322, who writes with unusually glow-
ing language of the Wellesley Cam-
pus. The article from which the fol-
lowing is an almost literal transla-
tion, appeared last July, in he Figaro.
Like the ancient Greeks in the in-
scription on their temple at Delphi,
we are tempted to suggest that you
read and "Know Thyself." We trust
that you won't find the task too diffi-
cult.
"Several miles from Boston, on the
great road leading to New Haven,
there arises above the tree-tops, out-
lines of turrets, cupolas, colonnades,
and gables, the great buildings which
together form Wellesley College.
"On the campus, nestled with
hundred hills, we discover, among the
lofty trees which cover this ai
tages of wood and brick, reminders of
oldest England. We find it necessar;
to go up and down several hillocks be
fore arriving at the magnificent li-
brary, pure classic in style, which of-
fers from its spacious rooms the view
of lakes glistening in the sunlight,
merging on the horizon with the multi-
color foliage of all manner i
Can one imagine a happier
prolific combination of book-learning
and of nature, of the abstraction and
the actuality of living beauty?
"The young girls who enlive
lawns and the classrooms—for
women are admitted to the privileges
.of education offered by a mixed facul-
ty—have an air of health, of intelll
gent decision, and of physical ant
moral vigor which belongs to them
alone, for to speak the language
the prevalent mode, they exemplify a
satisfying test of the influence o;
ciely on the individual. Doubtlessly
marvelous picture presented by natu
PIN MONEY JOBS FREQUENTLY
OBTAINABLE IN C. A. OFFICE
One branch of Christian Association
which is proving of increasing inter-
est and value to the student body is
the department of General Aid.
Through this means a girl may find
a job that will continue for the whole
year, or she may get intermittent work
whenever she has the time or inclina-
tion. This year the number of stu-
dents applying for money-earning jobs
has been greater than the number of
jobs that C. A. has had to offer. This,
however, has been a more or less im-
permanent circumstance due to the re-
arrangement of the Administration
Building and the temporary lack of
a telephone. More and more things,
such as tending children, waiting on
', at teas and dinners, washing
dishes, typing, reading aloud or other
;s of a companion, and house-
cleaning, turn up in the course of the
,
offering excellent opportunities
for the earning of extra pin money.
As fast as the jobs come in they are
listed, with full details, on the General
Aid bulletin board in the C. A. office,
every student may sign up there
tny job that she desires. In the
filling of these jobs students report
f pleasurable outside contacts.
Faculty, too, as well as people not con-
nected with the college, oi'ten send in
ests for student helpers, and girls
have found their associations with the
embers of the faculty both profitable
and enjoyable.
NEW EL TABLE HAS BEHIND IT
VERY IMPRESSIVE EVOLUTION
The college Press Board held a
funeral on Friday, October 2nd. A
in procession marched through
the Administration Building to a well
ememhered spot- A spade, tomb-
tone, and prayer made the funeral
uthentic and the many bystanders
assisted with real enthusiasm. Nich-
as preserved the scene for poster-
t'. The death of the old El Table
lIIs for a eulogy and its history:
The El Table used to be a table by
the elevator in the west wing of Col-
lege Hall. It was in the way of the
approach to the post office and book
, hence, on a main thoroughfare.
When College Hall burned, the stu-
dents returned from spring vacation
nd found a small covered stand at
the left of the steps up to the library.
The roof of this stand sloped back
the front, and this with its gen-
size caused it to be dubbed "the
made Stand." Later the larger
table was built behind the Ad Build-
g. Here as at the old El Table were
sold Legenda subscriptions and all the
tickets. The El Table was headquar-
ers for voting and things of that
This fall college opened with a
econd El Table gone and a new one
In the Ad Building. This has as little
amnion with the elevator table of
College Hall as its predecessor. Th
location does not bother the
husky voices that sit behind the El
Table and shout "Portrait D:
nd "Subscribe to the NEWS
Miss Carolyn E. Loomis, social com-
mittee. New members of the faculty
are most cordially invited to attend
and to become members.
Tea will be served from 4 to 4:30.
OFFICERS AND INSTRUCTORS
ARE TO HOLD FIRST MEETING
The Association of Officers and I
structors of Wellesley College will
hold its first meeting Wednesday,
tober 21 at 4 o'clock in A. K. X. So-
ciety House. The speakers are Asso
ciate Professor Helen S. Hughes ol
the Department of English Compo-
sition and Assistant Professor Judith
B. Williams of the Department of
History. The officers of the current
year are Miss Edith C. Johnson, presi-
dent, Mrs. Ruth A. Damon, secretary
and treasurer. Miss Judith B. Wil-
liams and Mr. Moses Bailey, executive
committee. Miss Effle J. Buell and
PLANTS RESEMBLE THE WORKS
OF ENGINEERS IN STRUCTURE
The similarity of the general me-
chanical problems of plants with the
engineering works 1 of man was the
basis of the lecture by Dr. Frederick
Orpen Bower, Fellow of the Royal So-
ciety, and Regius Professor of Botany
at the University of Glasgow, which
was delivered in the Geology Build-
ing Tuesday afternoon. The lecture
was one of a series by Dr. Bower un-
der the auspices of the Botany De-
partment. His subject on Monday
evening was "Botany in the Victorian
Age": on Wednesday afternoon he
spoke on "The Unlimited Scheme and
Fixed Position of the Plants"; and to-
lorrow afternoon he will speak on
Evidences from Ferns of the Inheri-
ance of Acquired Characters."
The greatest problem which the
plant has to face is, according to Dr.
Bower, the preservation of its form
,
gainst strain, such as gravity and
vind. A protective wall usually sur-
ounds the plant cell; although cer-
tain algae remain unicellular, the me-
chanical and other demands upon the
cell lead to cell division in all higher
forms.
The giant redwoods have problems
s great as those of New York sky-
crapers, said the lecturer. "The me-
chanical strength in land plants de-
pends on the turgor of the single cell,
hich resembles a football or a pneu-
atic tire in principle; upou mutual
nsion of tissues, shown in split
stems; and on the special mechanical
e or fibres." The solid columns
ees are quite similar to the col-
3 of buildings, while hollow
erning the possible height which
ant may attain, Dr. Bower said
that a 400-foot tree of a 125-foot bam-
io approach the limit.
The analogy between plants and
buildings may be carried still further
by comparing the blade of a leaf to
the girder or selvedge, the root to the
ope on, which is the central concen-
ration, and the mechanical fibers to
fires of metal. The only difference
n the latter case is that repeated
strain on fibres makes them more
pliant, and metal less so.
Dr. Bower summed up the effective-
ness of plant engineering by saying
that methods of man and plants are
homoplastic, in other words that they
are separate in origin, however simi-
lar.
MISS FLORA McKINNON AGAIN
BECOMES MEMBER OF FACULTY
Miss Flora McKinnon, Wellesley '07,
has been made an Assistant Professor
'.n the Philosophy Department. Miss
McKinnon is the author of one of the
semi-centennial books, an edition of
the philosophic works of Henry More
with notes, and introduction. Last
year she was a member of the faculty
of the Packer Collegiate Institute in
Brooklyn, New York, having received
the degree of Ph. D. from the Uni-
versity of Toronto the year before.
On being asked what her impressions
of the Canadian university were. Miss
McKinnon replied that she found it
delightful, and enjoyed her life in
Canada a great deal. The university
is a combination of the Oxford and
American systems. It is like Oxford
in that it is made up of a number of
distinct colleges, but is like th
American institutions in its system o
Miss McKinnon is not only a gradu
ate of Wellesley, but can also la:
claim to a Wellesley M. A. degre
which she received in "09. This is no
the first time Miss McKinnon has been
a member of the Philosophy Depart
ment. She has been a laboratory as
sistant and instructor at various time:
since her graduation. She has not
been, however, a member of the fac





which are equally at home on the campus, or at
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WORCESTER NEW BEDFORD
SMART SPORT FOOTWEAR FOR THE COLLEGE GIRL
Hosiery to match all shoes.
TA/ilbars
85 SUMMER ST. 45S WASHINGTON ST.
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COLLEGE NOTES
The old pirls at Wood gave a tea
for the new, last Thursday afternoon
in the Green Room at Alumnae Hall.
Mrs. Brandau, Head of Wood, gave
a tea Wednesday afternoon, Oetoher
7. Miss Pendleton and Miss Tufts
were among the guests.
Margaret Golding and Gertrude Mc-
Diarmid, '25, visited Norumbega last
The old girls at Beebe gave the new
a party Wednesday evening, October 7.
The Botany Club held a meeting at
Stone Hall. Tuesday afternoon. Octo-
ber 6, at which tea was served. Pro-
fessor Bliss and Dr. Sawyer spoke on
the life and work of Professor Bower.
Betty Bowker, Eleanore Taulane,
Dorothy Wilson, and Susan Caveny.
all of '25, returned for a visit to the
College the week-end of October 3.
Oh Sunday, October 4. this year's
and last year's Washington House
girls gave a tea there in honor of
Harriet Edgell, last year's vill-senior.
56 OF WELLESLEY'S FRESHMEN
ENTER WITH HIGH STANDINGS
The 192!) honor roll bears 56 names,
an increase of 13 over last year's rec-
ord. As to geographical distribution.
Texas, South Carolina. Kentucky.
California, and even Honolulu are
represented. It is interesting to note
also that 23 of the number are from
high schools. Following Is the list
of students who made 80% or over in
their entrance examinations:
Aarons, Mathilda, Riverside High
School, Milwaukee. Wis.
Aultman. Anita B., Tudor Hall School.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Auten, Dorothy, Miss Fine's School,
Princeton, N. J.
Baltzell, Ruth James, High School for
Girls, Reading. Pa.
B^ers, Josephine W., Mrs. Day's
School, New Haven, Conn.
Bender, Eleanor, Albany Academy for
Girls, Albany, N. Y.
Bennett. Alice R„ Walnut Hill School.
Natick, Mass.
Bottingheimer, Erna, Walnut Hills
High School, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Bressler, Mary H.. Walnut Hill School,
Natick, Mass.
Budish, Elizabeth, Classical High
School, Worcester, Mass.
Brockelman, Helena C, "Walnut Hill
School, Natick, Mass.
Collier, Elsie, High School, Gardner.
Mass.
Cornell, Emily L., Miss Spence's
School, New York City.
Ellis. Elizabeth I. Emma Willard
School, Troy, N. Y.
England, Rose, Bradford Academy,
Bradford, Mass.
Fisk, Nancy, Free Academy. Norwich.
Conn.
Gifford, Edna May, Holley Hall, Dal-
las, Texas.
Goldman. Florence E., High School
Bridgeport, Conn.
Harris, Jean Helen. Buffalo Seminary
Buffalo N. Y.
Hartshorn, Mildred. Horace Mann
School, New York City.
Hastings, Ruth, Girls' Latin School,
Boston, Mass.
Henning. Mary S.. National Cathedral
School. Washington, D. C.
Huntington. Frances. College Prepara-
tory School, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Huse,. Betty, Horace Mann School
New York City.
Johnston, Dorothy H., High School.
Westfield, New Jersey.
Kirkbridc, Esther, Smead School. To-
ledo, Ohio.
Klein, Helen, Walnut Hills School,
Cincinnati. Ohio.
Marks, Edna Lucile, Ashley Hall,
Charleston, S. C.
'Gorman, Patricia E., Kemper Hall,
Kenosha, Wis.
Riker, Lois-Long, Hillside School,
Norwalk, Conn.
Roman. Jeanette, Buffalo Seminary,
Buffalo. N. Y.
Rosenwald, Janet, Packer Collegiate
Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ryneharl, Virgina, Erasmus Hall
High School Brooklyn, N. Y.
Snyder. Ada. High School, Cleburne.
Texas.
Sticy, Margaret L. Hillside School.
Norwalk, Conn.
Slorer, Elizabeth Wood. High School.
Melr Mas:
Straus, Nellie May, High School for
Girls, Louisville, Ky.
Taylor. Ferrell, High School, Stam-
ford. Conn.
Thum, Margaret, High School. Mont-
clair. N. J.
Trepp, Jean Carol, High School, East
Orange. N. J.
Waitt. Lucy Margaret, Walnut Hill
School. Natick. Mass.
Ward, Margaret M., High School,
Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
Wheeler, Eleanor Knox, Miss Ran-
som and Miss Bridges's. Piedmont.
Calif.
Wheeler, Zella, Miss Hall's School.
Pittstield, Mass.
Whittredge, Ruth, Classical High
School, Lynn, Mass.
Wishe. Kathryn. Horace Mann School.
New York City.
Wolters. Helene C, Punahou Academy,
Iionolulu T. H.
The students making 87% or over
in the Regents Examinations are:
Arthur. Barbara. High School, Orchard
Park, N. Y.
Beers. Helen Ruth, High School, One-
onta, N. Y.
Brady, Mary Elizabeth, Curtis High
School, Staten Island, N. Y.
Camps, Vivienne Mercedes, Erasmus
Hall High School. Brookline, N. Y.
Holmes, Ruth. High School, Katonah,
N. Y.
Kellegg, Ruth E., High School, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y.
May. Lillian, High School, New Ro-
chelle, N. Y.
Smith, Adelaide M., High School.
Westfield, N. Y.
FRESHMEN NOW CLASSIFIED BY
SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE TESTS
new type of examination is de-
bed in the Boston Transcript for
October 1. It is a test of social in-
telligence, which was discovered by
Dr. Fred A. Moss, associate professor
of Psychology in the George Washing-
/ersity. When the results of
lination are in, the professors
losed to know which members
of the incoming class are good mix-
which are quick to size up situa-
tions and people, and which are likely
o get along in positions where they
must lead other people.
It has been shown by statistics that
the students with excellent academic
records do not necessarily succeed
the world, and Professor Moss be-
lieves that some light on a student
1
social possibilities will aid the un
versity in its task of starting hi]
toward success.
The new test deals with practical
conditions. Ability to remembei
names and faces, to size up a seriei
of social situations, to read
from facial expressions, anc
a reasonable amount of information
in art, science, literature, politics
sports, is measured by different kinds
of carefully worked out problems.
Dr. Moss's social intelligence test
has been used before. Parts of it have
been employed in the selection of
emen in Los Angeles and in New
York State, but this is the first time
that a university has attempted to
catalog its freshmen from the social
ngle.




Grackklitiad blue—the new French blue that is much wanted this season.
Silver fitch—new this year soft and flattering and much-favored by
"smart young fashionables." Pinpoint—a new material this year that
is designed into simple coats of straightline or graceful rlaring lines. 85.00
Other Grackhiii <i(i and h~tn<ifLi}n i blue coats, also Cuckoo
brown, Falcon grey, arid blink trlvimed with squirrel,
loot] krimmer,
58.50 to 165.00
New Enlarged Wellesley Shop of
E. T. Slattery Co.
OXFORD AND CORNELL DEBATE
SHOWS SIGNIFICANT CHANGES
Of general interest is Oxford's de-
bate with Cornell. According to the
Boston Transcript of October 6, the
affair was one of social and interna-
tional interest. The debating hall was
unusually crowded, in spite of the fact
that debates are not usually well at-
tended in Ithaca.
There have been many American
debates at Cornell in which more abil-
ity has been shown. Oxford's team
did not equal the high standard which
characterized her team of two years
ago, or of the Cambridge team of last
year. A third point of interest is the
gradual change in the style of Ameri-
can debaters. There is a comforming
to the English method of less presen-
tation of fact and more emphasis on
STUDENTS OF WELLESLEY JOIN
INTERCOLLEGIATE FIELD TRIP
Two Wellesley students. Katherine
Carman, and Althea Metier, chaper-
oned by Mr. and Mrs. Landes. joined
the annual intercollegiate geology
field trip in Waterville, Maine, on Fri-
day, October S. All New England Col-
leges were invited to participate, and
this is the first time in several years
that Wellesley has joined the group.
The area to be studied is that around
Waterville. This region involves prob-
lems in physiography, structural geo-
logy, and mineralogy.
ADVOCATE MORE RESTRICTIONS
FOR ADMISSION TO COLLEGES
On September 29th, the New York
Times received a letter from Ward A.
Howe, which advocated higher re-
quirements for college entrance as the
only method of keeping out the "Good
Time" students and raising the gen-
eral scholastic standards. The trou-
i our educative system lies not
Faculties but in the student
body, which too often includes hun-
dreds of scholars who ought never to
have come to college. "This type of
student," says Mr. Howe, "does not
to study and no amount of teach-
ing ability will make him study. He
has no desire for intellectual pur-
suits, his schedule is made up with an
eye to 'pipe' courses, his main concern
is seeing how many lines he can get
after his name in the college year
The very height of indolence is
reached by those students who attend
classes with watch in hand, and rush
out in high glee at 7 minutes after
the hour if no professor has ap-
peared. Now when they come to col-
lege, students are supposed to be old
enough to know what the primary
purpose of college is and to have some
sense of responsibility.
"I believe," writes Mr. Howe, "that
one of the best methods of creating
a true republic of letters, is to main-
tain high entrance requirements, thus
prohibiting those 'Good Time' stu-
dents, who are now flocking in ever
increasing numbers to the colleges
where the barriers are down, to the
detriment not only of the honest stu-
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Fine Swiss and American
WATCH AND CLOCK
REPAIRING
57A Central St., Central Block
WELLESLEY, MASS.
GIRLS
Our in, .1'., U Quality Worth
Whili- tniil Service
IVY CORSET SHOP
Garter Bells — Hip Confiners
Elastic step-in GIRDLES
BRASSIERES for all occasions
SILK HOSIERY SILK UNDERWEAR
SANITARY GOODS
22 Grove St Wellesley 0380-W
MORRISON GIFT SHOP
Successor to Sue Rice Art Shop
College and Social Stationery, Engraving, Cards, Pictures,
Picture Frames, Linens, Gifts for all occasions.
HOTEL WABAN BLOCK WELLESLEY VILLAGE
WEEK OF OCTOBER 11th
Showing at the Inn
Franklin Simon of New York












will -hut will to
to express pre-
kvhich the college
should take toward the Service Fund.
There is nothing compulsory about
subscription. The committee does not
aim primarily to empty your purse;
it desires to direct your charity in
such a way that you know the pur-
pose of your gift and realize the value
which is to be received. The EXTRA
was planned with this in mind—that
light /ill ' glv
WANTED: CRITICISM
The Literary Supplement is under
five. For some time it has been en-
during a storm of censure which it
cannot long survive. The college has
scarcely a good word to say. And yet
the editors claim that they select the
best from the material which is con-
tributed.
Such is the difficulty. To attempt
a solution of it the Supplement is going
to institute a change. Instead of four
small issues a year, there are to be
three, each one twice as large as for-
merly. There are to be interesting
changes in the make-up of the maga-
zine—for magazine it will deserve to
be called.
The college has criticized, often
thoughtlessly, sometimes constructive-
ly. But past criticism has not been
put to any use. Now the college is
being asked to criticize publicly, to
talk to the Literary Supplement
through the Free Press columns of
the NEWS. The editors are anxious
for the honest, thoughtful opinion of
the members of the community. If
the past Supplement is not what the
college wants, does the college want
any Supplement at all, and if so, of
what sort?
The Supplement desi
its audience; it is
readers as are a
Nothing is further fr
to be exclusive, or,
plorably termed, "high-brow." But it
cannot print contributions which are
ungrammatical even if they do happen
to he highly entertaining. Which
brings us to the query: Is entertain-
ment, as would appear from current
comment, what the college wants
from its Literary Supplement.' It is
hard to believe, for entertainment can
so easily be had from other maga-
zines. Surely what the college wants
from the Supplement Is some indica-
tion of the best literary work which is
being produced in our midst. Our
interest in the Supplement certainly
is different from our interest in a
magazine which has no personal asso-
ciations.
The Supplement is about to make a
change, to issue a magazine repre-
sentative of the work of more people.
What does the college want this new
Supplement to be like? If it is to be
improved, in what direction should
changes lie? Wanted : criticism.
"THE CHINESE SITUATION"
Generally speaking, the "Chinese
ituation" is to the majority of
.niericans a veritable Chinese puzzle,
and presumably the average member
Wellesley College is no more adept
understanding it than many of his
countrymen. Yet the feeling is preva-
lent that in this disturbance — if so
mild a term is applicable—lies a
force which may be a determinant fac-
tor in the development of the Orient,
and so in the progress of civilization.
It behooves us then, if we wish to
be alive to changing thought and its
resultant effects in the world around
us, to take an intelligent interest in
the problem which the Chinese people
are now facing. Since the Chinese
student is playing so prominent a role
le drama, we especially should
iver natural bonds of sympathy to
se active interest. The article by
Chi-liang Kwei, '25, which appears
elsewhere in the columns of this is-
of the NEWS, although it is an
expression of the personal experiences
aly one person, as the author
herself admits, should serve as a valu-






it is so de-
TALK
The smoking question has come up
;ain in the House of Representatives.
and calls for definite action. It is a
uhject that can be neither suppressed
lor postponed without danger, and
temporizing is futile. The matter
i to a head last spring with the
trouble over the smoking rule that de-
veloped in Cazenove, too late, however,
to allow any action to be taken. Now
is again before the college and de-
ands solution. Full accounts of the
meetings of the House will he re-
ded in NEWS for the benefit of the
college.
Before anything else it should be
ealized that the question is not prim-
rily before the House of Representat-
ives or before any other branch of the
college government. It is before the
tudents. They must weigh the con-
siderations that make it necessary to
impose certain restrictions, and they
must voice their opinions on the mat-
where they can be heard. Each
dormitory has members of the House,
and every class has elected two. Go
them, ask them to explain, tell them
ur point of view, suggest any plans
that you may have conceived. College
Government is ready to receive ideas,
ous to hear opinions. To make a
ruling that will be upheld it is vital
that the college understand the neces-
ity for it, and accept it as just and
liberal. The obligation is two fold:
y student should understand all
i of the situation, and every stu-
dent should voice her opinion so that
n be heard by the proper authori-
ties. College Government must know
what the college thinks.
"AS OINTE OF PREVENTION"
The election of fire chiefs in the col-
lege houses brings to the foreground
the importance of such a fire system
as Wellesley has. .Most of the college
appears to take the matter as a joke.
It should not be so considered. As a
matter of fact, the system is of pri-
mary importance in our lives, and de-
serves to be looked upon with all seri-
ousness. It is vital to our safety and
to our peace of mind that we have an
efficient organization, and that we
give to it our thoughtful support. To
point to the ever-famous and rather
hackneyed example of the fire in 1914,
it is entirely true to say that had uot
studeuts and faculty been well pre-
pared for the emergency by the dis-
cipline of fire drills, the accident
might have been much more disas-
trous than it actually was. One man,
who is the manager of several hotels,
and has evidently had experience, says
that, in cases of fire, he can always
pick out Wellesley people, because
they always bring their valuables with
them, a precaution which few other
people have the presence of mind to
The administration has provided
adequate means for prevention of fire,
and for giving alarm in case of fire.
Every member of the college commun-
ity should consider it a duty to know
the location of fire-alarm boxes and
extinguishers, and to give her sup
port to the entire organization.
TUITION AM) STUDENT AID
There is a connection between tl
recent increase in tuition and the ap-
proaching Pay Day. Two hundred
dollars more to be paid next year
as that not only will more stu
dents need help, but those student
who are now receiving aid will need
more help. Therefore Students' Aid
must have more members—as n
members as possible. And we are
proaching Pay Day. There is an
deniable appeal to our logic.
NOTICE TO TRANSFERS
The NEWS regrets to announce that
the present competition it is im-
possible to accept any transfers who
pect to be members of the class of
1928.
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Only articles thus
signed will be printed. Initials or
numerals loill be used in printiiuj
the articles if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves respo7isible for opinions and
statements which appear in this
column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A.M. on
Sunday.
Contributions should not be over
250 ivords.
ON WITH THE DANCE!
To the Wellesley College News-
Much has been said in recent days
bout how well Wellesley was keep-
ng pace with all the other women's








er, which sadly needs
s to be any kind of a
This is Dorm Dancing.
not made the most of
for this is perhaps ob-
we will take a bird's
r sister colleges, Smith
i may see why dancing
of a vogue there than at
Wellesley.
This advice to the committee may
• welcomed with open arms, and with
ghs of relief. On the other hand,
the idea offered here may be such as
truly retiring of our
number to raise hands in horror. It
hoped that the former, and not the
ter result may be achieved. Why
not have stags at our dances?—no.
not gentlemen, but Wellesley's best
and own. At Smith, the rivalry is
keen to bring a man who will be
"rushed" madly. A quarter a piece
for each "stag" would help out the
coffers of the dance committee. 1926.
THE CHINESE SITUATION
To tin- Wellesley College News
:
As it is impossible for me to write
to all the friends interested in China
separately, I am resorting to you once
more, College NEWS, to be my spokes-
man. In the following narrative, I
will try to be as impartial as possible,
trusting neither the Chinese nor the
English newspapers, which, alas, are
often absurdly contradictory in pre-
sentations. I do not pretend to write
a political treatise. My information is
purely personal.
Two days before we reached Yoko-
hama in July, I was invited to attend
a patriotic meeting on board, and was
asked if I could speak a few words.
Gladly I consented, thinking that per-
haps a little pacifism would do no
harm. About eight o'clock I went
down. The steerage dining room was
almost transformed into an auditor-
ium. In the middle hung two flags,
the Star (American) and the Rainbow
(Chinese), and between the flags, the
portrait of the late Dr. Y. T. Sun.
There were rows of benches, and a
few chairs for the speakers. It was
a very simple affair. A twelve-year-
old lad stood up and suggested the
election of a chairman. After a few
nominations, one man was elected.
We were told to pay respects to our
national flag, and after that we all
stood for the reading of a lamentation
over the late Dr. Sun. There the
chairman stated the purpose of the
meeting: to show sympathy to the
strikers who were suffering from lack
of money. Then a cabin boy reviewed
for us the history of our humiliations.
Afterwards three of the students
spoke. Then some other cabin boys
or sailors made short speeches. Af-
ter the speeches we all stood and sang
the national anthem, and finally a col-
lection was taken.
Oh! friends. I wish I could describe
in.-pira! ii om that meeting!
Can you not see before you ragged
and dirty faces? Faces show very lit
tie education. Yet these very peopl
were the ones who knew our nationa
history better than many college gra
duates. who spoke with poise and con
viction. who snatched the words fron
my mouth by exhorting tolerance
and moderation and adverj
ing. For once the long, unintelligible
Cantonese dialect was understandabl
to me! There we stood full of rever
ence and consciousness of our nationa
bond. How could I convey to you the
pride I cherish for those boys
prouder of them than of our many
other brilliant speakers! They had
i real message and they i
ng from their hearts! Those who
inly earn twenty-three dollars mex
;about eleven and a half dollars gold)
\ month, gave more generously than
nany well-to-do families. I would
jive anything to have you present at
he occasion, for you to experience
that spirit that no words of mine can
'er describe. I am convinced that
; long as China has sons like these.
am not discouragedi!
The next day after our arrival at
Shanghai the students who came over
on the same boat had a farewell party.
After the social part of the program
i reporter from the Chinese newspap-
ers spoke. He was an eye-witness at
the sad Shanghai o
that the real origin
a Japanese
The other laborers wanted to voice
the injustice of the deed in the news-
papers, but practically all the Chinese
vspaper firms were in the "conces-
is." and they were warned by the
nicipal council that their doors
would be closed if they should pub-
anything. But the firms said that
nything should happen in the con-
could publish that and
then refer to the Japanese mill for
. Several students then lec-
tured on Nanking, prepared to be ar-
;d. After a secret meeting of all




was the death of
used by the Japa-
mill in Shanghai.
publish the news
ng, so that the munlci-
ld not shut up any one
firm. This action was mainly to pub-
lish the maltreatment of the Chinese
by the Japanese, and incidentally to
(Continued on Page 5. Col. 4)
Last night I watched a man with a
tractor on Tower Hill. Now don't say
it must have been an attractor, be-
cause I already thought of that. But
it was going round and round and
round and round and—so on, taking
dirt from one place and putting it
somewhere else. The other night at
dinner I listened to the conversation
go round and round and round pick-
ing up dirt from one place and pass-
ing It on to another. Since the
process is essentially the same, why
not use a tractor to collect the col-
lege dirt? It's much more fun to
watch than conversation, and much
Contributic
In addition to the above we might
suggest that the tractor stop at night.
(WE PRINT THIS AS IT CAME)
Squirrel-food (not for thought)
It isn't raining rain, my dear, it's
raining acorns down.
They love to drop with might and
main, th' unwary stude to crown.
They knock you fore and aft, they
sock yon hard, and so
Just carry an umbrella, for great
bumps from acorns grow!
Refrain
Oh, very well, then we won't.
G. Buttime Duwm.
(It won't hurt our feelings if you
add to this little gem, or subtract
from it, yea, even unto the whole.)
INTELLIGENCE TEST
(Mark the following minus if wrong,
and If right, mark 'em minus, any-
way.)
What is the Ad building Bu ldtng
additions.
What is the Alumnae Hall? The
alumnae is hall in.
Write a sentence with the word
•debate." I went fishing. but debate
wouldn't ct tell any fish.
Write a sentence with the word
•Founders' ? Founders keepers
Write a sentence with the word
'Infirmary. ' They put her nfirmarry-
ng him.
(Here the record ends abri ptly.
The only c ue is a spot that look like
blood.)
Sike.
It seems that it's asking an awful
lot of the fire captains, if the proposi-
tion recently before the house of
representatives should go through.
It has been suggested to Adonais,
who is always open to advice, that a
's of bedtime stories be incorpor-
ated in the NEWS for successful C07ii-
Hon taith its rivals. The first ap-
Wti nliiir h
there was a Freshman
Who had a theme to write.
And stoically decided
To stay up all the night.
But in the wee small hours
One perhaps or three.




The following dialogue ensued after
hearing Evolu at Stepsinging:
Freshman (addressing village sen-
r) "Won't you please tell me what
Freshman number > (supercilious-
ly): "Why. don't you know what au
mbryo is?"
First freshman (with righteous in-
ignation), "Why, of course I know
r-hat an embryo is. but I don't see how
with Massachusetts!"
ADONAIS.




TSUDA COLLEGE NOW WORKING
TO RECONSTRUCT BUILDINGS
The fact that entrance examinations
for Tsuda College in Tokio, Japan, are
being held in a new building shows
that with the aid or friends the col-
lege is slowly recovering from the dev-
astating earthquake of two years ago.
According to the Tsuda College bulle-
tin we learn that
—
"How thankful and luxurious we felt
when we could examine nearly 400 ap-
plicants this year in decent rooms!—
last year the barracks were far from
being spacious and we had to give oral
examinations in tents or under the
blue sky. A year did a good deal.
Here we were at the end of March
with a gymnasium of considerable size
—though rude, yet neat and airy. Of
course this hall had never had the
honor of seating even 300 students' he-
fore, so when the enormous horde of
applicants poured into it, it gasped, money has ma(ie up
and repulsed over a hundred who had
to seek the small adjoining rooms and
sit as best they could. Once at her
desk, no one could move—they were so
jammed in—and the proctors who went
about were very thankful that they
were not corpulent.
WELLESLEY REGULARLY HELPS
AUNT DINAH'S ORPHAN SCHOOL
"This is the 40th anniversary of
the home," writes Aunt Dinah to Mrs.
Gordon B. Wellman, under date of
June S. 1925. "I began teaching here
in 'S3 but in the spring of 'S4 I be-
gan caring for orphans. I am send-
u a picture of a cake which had
40 candles, and also a picture
few of the hoys. I thank you
kindly remembering this home
at this time."
For all these years Mrs. Dinah W.
Pace, known as "Aunt Dinah," has
been caring for, housing, feeding and
clothing little colored boys who are
orphans. Her many difficult problems
of maintenance are solved only by the
kindly assistance of friends. Welles-
ley, some time ago, decided to adopt
Aunt Dinah as one of her protGg6s




Report For 1924-25 Shows Extent Of
Causes Aided By Wellesley
Service Pledges





ie has only to
buti.
"We happy group altogether,
ilh- h.i Hi-
forts, the existence of which we still
have to admit. The girls are so filled
with good spirit that they laugh at
daily trials and tribulations.
For the year 1924 there were open
thirteen scholarships, ten provided by
the school and three by other friends.
Of the holders of these scholarships
five were graduated in March, three of
whom are now in teaching positions,
For 1925 the college has been able to
give only five scholarships instead of
ten, but the three from outside sources
are happily continued. Multiplication
would be a pleasant exercise here.
Miss Ai Hoshino, assisting acting
Principal, at Tsuda College says, "Your
note with the check as an added gift
from the Service Fund committee was
received a few days ago. It has been
placed in our scholarship fund, since
this year we have not quite sufficient
amount for scholarships.
We do appreciate more deeply than
words can tell the interest you have
shown in our college. When our need
is as great as at present, the financial
service you have rendered us is. of
course, of immense help, hut the friend-
ship and the sympathy embodied in
the gift are still more highly appre-
ciated.
I hope the beautiful spirit of service
that has actuated you to do this great





Miss Wilson Aunt Dim
family have all kept
busy most of the tim








and the plants all worked over the hot
dry season came on and parched
everything. Our crop of peas, c<
potatoes and cane were all burnt
We have had no vegetables
tv only when we buy them
they are so very high that we couldn't
have any very often. Never befo:
have I had to buy vegetables durii
the summer and very few through the
winter. We could always raise ;
peas -and plenty potatoes, but this
time there is nothing for us now
nothing to store away for the.wi
The boll-weeville didn't trouble
cotton this time hut the drouth has
cut it off so that the yield in many
farms will be very small."
"It seems so strange to read of :
in some parts of the world and
we are in the midst of an awful
dry season. I am very thankful that
thus far we have had no fever i
which is a great blessing for the r
and wells have been low for se
weeks. In some places we can walk
across the river and the bucket
touches the bottom of the well when
we let it down. Several springs
small streams have almost dried
I never saw it like this before. With
many good wishes for your dear
and praying your continued sympathy
(Continued on page 2 of Extr




carefully the report of expenditures for
1924-25.
By Recommendation of the World
Fellowship Committee
Woman's Board of Missions. (Dr.
Hume's salary.) $1350.00
National Board of Y. W. C. A.
(Miss Severin's salary.) ... 1000.00
Dr. Ruth Hume. Personal Ex-
penses 600.00




Wellesley Missionary. Personal. 50.00
n Rights Association . .
.
5.00
man Settlement School... 100.00
Reed Home and Industrial School.
(Aunt Dinah.) 150.00
Consumers' League of Massachu-
setts 70.00
Migrant Community Work GO.OO
Student Volunteer Movement for
reign Missions 50.00
3se Mission of New England. 10.00
Northland College 50.00
on to the Lepers 10.00
New England Grenfell Associati
200.00
Community Health Association 100.00
Volunteers of America 20.00
Vacation Daily Bible School Asso-
tion 250.00
National Child Labor Committee,
100.00




American Indian Institute . . . 75,00
Billings Polytechnic Institute. 20.00
Bryn Mawr School for Women
Workers 200.00
American International College 100.00
Playground and Recreation Asso-
ation of America 25.00
[Continued on page 2 of Extra)






"Ellen Fitz the first," the gift
ot the Wellesley College Service Fund,
has been succeeded by "Ellen the
second." Ellen was a Ford car which
travelled many weary miles, last year,
on emergency calls. Travel by the
native gharis had hitherto been pain-
fully slow. Not only has Ellen aided
in getting rush cases to the hospital,
gh her, the work of the hos-








iv takes medicine and
of the scores of
In each the local
all who need atter
reviously inipossibl'
r. Hume's letters best
teed which Ellen
,lh III!.-
WHAT IS THE FUND?
After one has become convinced of
he necessity of giving, it is another
nd difficult thing to give intelligently.
The Service Fund Committee desires
to help you learn to know how and
where to give. Last year the Com-
mittee handled over eighteen thousand
dollars with overhead expenses of less
than one half of one per cent. More
than half of the causes to which aid
was given were schools and institu-
tions. The education of girls through-
out the world, a cause in which every
Wellesley student is vitally interested,
was given particular attention. The
worth and needs of schools in many
lands including our own are carefully
investigated and the committee is ready
to give information on these subjects
to all who are interested. Headquar-
ters are kept through the year in the
Christian Association Office. The mem-
bers of the Service Fund Committee
wish to be of greater aid to you. You
can help us not only by giving, but by
coming to us personally to learn of our
work and by cooperating with us.
Gordon lioit Wrlhnan,
Chairman of the Service Fund
"The last mail brought the check
for Rs. 1643-14-0, the equivalent of
$000.00 for expenses in connection
with Ellen Fitz and other things.
"I do not know how to express
proper and adequate gratitude. Ellen
Fitz I is at present Ellen Fitz II
Ellen Fitz I had a splendid engine, but
she was needing a good deal of at-




t business in Roon
75 miles away, one day last week, and
without Ellen Fitz, I should have had
to start from Ahmednager at mid-
night or the day before instead of
completing the trip id one afternoon.
"I especially want to thank Welles-









Lhey had been traveling for two
and two nights. After the- patient
taken in and made comfortable
it was found that nothing coul
YENCHING PREPARES TO OPEN
NEW INSTITUTION NEXT FALL
Yenching, Wellesley's sister college
China, is spending this last year in
3 present quarters in making en-
iiisiastic plans for the new college
hich will be ready for use next fall.
The present "romantic old palace,"
built before Columbus discovered
America, will soon be supplemented
by modern. well-equipped class-
rooms and laboratories.
The committee in charge of the
building program describes the new
Yenching as follows:
"Four miles outside the great West
Gate of Peking, in the arms of the
strangely beautiful Western hills, lies
a tract of land which was once the
pleasure park of a Manchu prince.
Peking University was able to pur-
chase ninety-two acres of this pic-
turesque old estate with its artificial
lakes, its crumbling remains of once
Slorious old palaces, and its marble
monuments: and the western third of
the purchase has become the site of
the new Yenching Women's College.
. . - In a beautiful group of ad-
ministration and academic buildings,
vith another group of fine dormitories,
the dream of the new Yenching is al-
ready coming true in brick and tile."
Chinese Art Used
Chinese architecture in a modified
form was chosen for the new build-
ings, which are built with the leisure-
ly curves and gay tints of old China,
lines and colors which some of the
Chinese themselves claim are a lost
art today. The pillars and the tile
roofs are a cheerful red, and the
grillwork truly Chinese, with a
panorama of lakes and hillocks show-
ing through.
The college has been planned in
two quadrangles, the first of which,
entered by an impressive approach
from the Marble Road, has two small
buildings which in their exquisite pro-*"
portions are reminiscent of the. Hall
of the Classics in the Temple of Con-
fucius. One will be used as a Dean's
Residence and one as the Administra-
tion Building. East of these will be
the gymnasium, and the Social Hall
is housed in a larger building to the
west. Facing the two small buildings
.and balancing their proportions is











ain a beautiful little chapel to be used
.o further the intimate religious life
if the college.
Academic Group Planned
The academic "roup has no wall,
(Continued on page 2 of Extra)
SERVICE FUND EXTRA WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
SKTTLEMKXT ciilLUKKN IN NEW YORK
EAST SIDE OF NEW YORK CITY
FIELD OF WELLESLEY WORKERS
On one block of East Side New York
one thousand children under fourteen
years of age live, if sleeping five in
a bed, playing in unspeakably filthy
streets until midnight, and never
knowing the green of sweet clean I
country, can be called living. Rus-
sians, Poles, Hungarians, Italians,
Germans live in common, the parents
rarely speaking English. Such is the
kaleidoscopic, seething mass of hu-
manity into which two Wellesle;
seniors, Elizabeth Dodds *2G and Ruth
Drake '26 lived and worked during
the past summer.
Under the auspices of the People':
Home and Church Settlement, 54;
East 11th street, these two girls spen
their entire vacation doing settlement
work. Ruth Drake took charge of the
kindergarten while Betty Dodd
worked with the juniors. From 9:15
to 12:00 the children came voluntarily
to the church where a morning ser-
vice was held, followed by lessons
in carpentry and handwork for the
boys, and basketry and sewing for the
girls. After this came organized gym-
nasium work which according to Betty
was the hardest to handle.
"I would turn in one direction to
see what one little girl was crying
about," said Betty, "And no sooner
would my back be turned than an-
other fight would be started. It
seemed hopeless with all there was to
do, to make even the slightest im-
pression of love on their minds, but
at least we kept them off the streets
SERVICE FUND'S ADOPTED BOY
WRITES TO HIS "GUARDIAN'
(Continued from
I'it'diiiont College
page 1 of Extra)
15.00
until noon."
The girls were invited to different
homes and the conditions they found
were appalling:
"Often the children sleep live in a
bed, three or four is common. The
typical home is three rooms, two of
which are bed-rooms without windows.
The other room may have one window.
The halls are often so dark that you
have in feel for the step but even
i in e .ii" a relief after the streets
which in the glaring heal of summer
reek with the accumulated garbage
of thousands. Children and parents
are all ill-fed. tired, irritable, impa-
tient and tempermental, the children
from the atmosphere of the streets
from morning till midnight, and the
parents from sweatshop and night
work. Some of them make their living
by sewing linings in coats for twenty
cents uniece."
To such as these the Peoples' Home
Church, run by personal subscriptions
md donations, is trying to teach bet-
ter ways of living. The particular
work in which the Wellesley College
Service Fund has had a part is the
Settlement Camp, run, by Betty and
Ruth, for the last two weeks of the
summer. The leasing of the ground
las been made possible by the Fund,
ljut as yet there is no money to
irovide for the water system, the cost
if which is estimated at eight hundred
lollars, One of the many things hoped
or from the Fund is money to start
Wellesley Friendly Aid Associa-
tion 275.00
Tide-Over League 20.00
People's Home Church and Settle-
ment 20.00
American Girls' School, Salonica. 50.00
National Armenian and Indian Re-
lief Association 135.00




Salvation Army. Paradise Camp. 25.00
Convalescent Home of the Chil-
dren's Hospital 100.00
Student Friendship Fund 3000.00










Cairo Girls' School 50.00
Industrial School for the Blind,
Hongkong 50.00
Smyrna School 100.00
Tsuda English College 200.00
Salary of Miss Yoshi Kasuya. 900.00
Girls' School, Madrid 50.00
International Institute for Girls in
Spain 500.00
French Orphan Fund 328.50
$7678.50
By Hie Service Fund Committee
American College for Girls in
Athens $69.33
German children. (Special Gift.)
25.00
Bhingardive is an
dian hoy who is being supported by
the Service Fund. Mr. Felt in w
station school Uma is studying, says
he is in the second year of upper
grammar school. He is doing fine
work and is as good and dependable
as he is bright. To his friends in
America Uma writes:
"My dear Sahib, your obedient boy
Uma Keshav Bhingardive sends his
salaams to you. I am quite well her
by the Grace of God and hope to hear
the same about you. I had been to
Ahmednagar in my vacation
helped my father. I enjoyed it very
much. Of course my father is poor.
He earns his living by begging. Every
Sunday I go to Wadegavar, a nearb
village, to tell Bible stories to th
children therein. I have resolved t
read Bible every day and to pray t
God. I daily go to school. It is ove
at 11:15 A. M. At 1:00 P. M. I go t
an industrial school which is over a
5:00 P. M. Then I play volley ball
"ATYAPATYA and Kho-kho." In thi
way I take exercise daily. I am highly
obliged to you for helping such a
poor boy. May God give you a long
life and take his service in this way
Our Madam Sahib has made me new
lothes and so she tells her salaams
o you. I always obey my teachers
nd elderly persons. My father is a
lme man so he is very poor. Please
xcuse me for my queer handwriting.
My best wishes to you. Now I close
this letter with love.
'Your loving boy,
"Uma Keshav Bhingardive."
WELLESLEY FORD NOW HELPS
AH.MEDNAGAR HOSPITAL WORK
(Continued from page 1 of Extra)
he sad little group set forth on their
forty-eight hour trip.
Such a scene would be intolerable
remember were it not for the
o of hundreds of cases
where patients have not come too
late; where the life of a child lias been
snatched from the jaws of death
;
where a woman who has suffered
hopelessly for years has been relieved
and restored to health by a single
skillful operation; when an emaciated,
wailing baby has been made over into





For Service Fund News
PROFIT AND PLEASURE FOUND
IN VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
Youthful Irishmen, Poles, Lithuan-
ians, French-Canadians, Italians, Rus-
sian-Jews, and Scotchmen who styled
their religion "Salvation Army,"
made up the cosmopolitan membership
of the Dally Vacation Bible School
maintained hy the Wellesley Service
Fund this summer. The school, which
is located in South Boston, was pre-
sided over by Elizabeth Donovan, '26,
with the assistance of three other col-
lege girls. The sessions lasted for
five weeks, from nine to twelve each
morning. Nearly 100 were enrolled
in the school, and the average attend-
ance was about 05.
The daily program consisted of a
short service of worship, the memoriz-
ing of hymns and Bible verses, gym-
nastics, Bible stories, Bible handwork
and handcraft, and the singing of
hymns and health songs. A Bible
verse was learned for each letter of
the alphabet, so that by the end of
the season the children had learned
26 verses and several Psalms. One
verse was rendered by a youthful en-
thusiast: "Go ye into all the world
and preach the gossip to every living
preacher."
The handcraft consisted in the
manufacture of wooden toys, card-
waste-baskets, embroidery,
painted lamp-shades, and similar ar-
The only colored boy in the
school spent his time on an elaborate
apron. Work with hard clay and the
solving of health cross-word puzzles
proved diversions, but the climax
of the work came in the building of
dolls' house, in which boys and
iris in all departments took part.
When the dolls' house was finished it
sent to the Wellesley Convales-
cent Home.
Attendance at the school was rather
regular because most of the children
had to spend a certain amount of their
; peddling on the streets. One
little girl who - wanted to bring her
brother to the school championed him
by saying. "He's a good boy—he has
habits!" Although small catastro-
s were frequent and the gang spirit
3 high, everything was "swell,"
and interest was keen. The busy
mothers were extremely grateful to
the school, as were the members of
the police force who attempt to keep
children off the streets. The children
themselves declared the school was
much nicer than even a manual train-
ing school in the same neighborhood.
WELLESLEY REGULARLY HELPS
AUNT DINAH'S ORPHAN SCHOOL
(Continued from page 1 of Extra)
for this home, now, and always I am
Counts (hi Wellesley Donation
Aunt Dinah's School is doing much
for the education of the colored chil-
dren. To save boys of only nine years
of age from being sentenced to the
chain gang Aunt Dinah, after many
years of effort, secured permission
from the governor of Georgia to be
responsible for these boys by having
them in her school. As she often
houses as many as fifteen boys the
whole year round, it is a great com-
fort to her to know that she can count
on a certain stipulated amount from
Wellesley College, particularly in the
case of scarcity of food.
AUNT DINAH'S CAKE
BRIEF REASONS EOR LARGE PLEDGES
The following comes to the Wellesley Service Fund from The Student Friendship Fund:
"Will you kindly extend to the students of Wellesley College our grateful appreciation of their generous gift of
$3,000 to the Student Friendship Fund? This contribution will go far toward administering relief and interpreting
dship to many students who are greatly in need of encouragement."
While conditions of refugees in Athens, Salonic
appalling in the remoter parts of Greece where a
efugees in order that they may develop pern
the sick, except that made by the American Women's Hospitals.
ler large cities of Greece ai
; being made hy the governn
many of these places
ng, the suffering
s is the appreciation of an
s education to the Americ;
completing my high school course, I now fully realize what great importance Education and Christianity
the formation of life and the tremendous aid they are to one striving for a high goal. When anyone has
jvercome the many obstacles that come before him in living a life of service."two. he will be
And here a former Wellesley student
"My dear Mr. Wellman:
thought of the gift f
teaching in Tsuda College. Japan, expresses her gratitude:
All through last year, the mere rom Wellesley brought me blessings, and was an inspiration
ae. I could work from day to day in joy and happiness. I felt that all Wellesley was with me. guiding me
and leading me. I am most heartily grateful that this year again I have the great honor of receiving the salary
i the Service Fund. I feel that the noble spirit of the Alma Mater and the kind hearts of all the members of
the college are always within me, and, indeed, what source of power and strength they are to me! Such a gift,
loaded with love and friendship, does not fait to make me renew my determination to do my best in my present
E, for I can not help feeling that it is by Wellesley College that I am sent here to serve in the cause of the high-
lucation of women. And I shall try to be a worthy representative of the beloved college. Please continue to pray
ue that I may carry on the line traditions of Wellesley in mind and spirit, and that I may pass on to the girls
here even one-hundredth of what Wellesley gave me during the four valuable years of my study there, and what
the Alma Mater lias so generously and so constantly sent me since I came hack to Japan.
Both the teachers and the students are very happy in doing their hearty bits in the reconstruction work of
college."
\n extract from the diary of a girl who spent the :
r the auspices of the Council of Women for Hoim
education.
"In the middle of this morning, someone saw a 1
bit of pink appeared on top of the horse, and we n
expecting her to report a sudden death or murder, we
?, and calmly announced, "I've come to school."
adly down the road toward the school. Soon
our cherubs, riding furiously toward us. Fully
when she flung herself off the
YEM MING PREPARES TO OPEN
NEW INSTITUTION NEXT FALL
(Continued from page 1 of Extra)
hut the tradition of Oriental privacy
dp. tinned in the wall which gives
the dormitory court a seclusion and
charm of its own. Here four units are
ned for immediate construction,
fronting upon an open stretch which
will be used as an athletic held. Each
t houses fifty-eight girls and has a
te provided for members of the
faculty, and each unit is arranged in
ihape so that it may in time have
enclosed its own bit of garden. The
high vaulted dining-rooms under the
beautifully timbered roofs are es-
pecially attractive features.
Founding Of Yenclilng
was in 1905 that the members of
the first college class matriculated in
Peking. They were merely a hand-
ful of girls, temporarily using for
college quarters some buildings of
Bridgman Academy, belonging to the
Woman's Board of the Interior. This
board bore the entire financial burden
of the little Union College for almost
ten years, although it had the backing
of three other mission boards, and the
rather aw-d approval of a few ad-
vanced souls among the Christians
and government-trained educators.
The students at Yenching now rep-
and although numerically they are
not many as yet, they are all imbued
with the Christian spirit that has made
the college a success in spite of all
the handicaps that surrounded its
early years. Graduates of Yenching
find themselves in education, medicine,
literature, as religious workers, social
workers, lecturers, in social reform,
as home missionaries in lonely fields,
as Y. W. C. A. secretaries. Engaged
in weaving a strong fabric of com-
munity life out of the patriarchal fam-
ily life of the past and the democracy
of the present, they are performing
;reatest work of Christian educa-
tion—the leavening of the new social
TSUDA COLLEGE NOW WORKING
TO RECONSTRUCT BUILDINGS
(Continued from page 1 of Extra)
kindness to us will always be our spirit
in all the work we are trying to
ere in Japan."
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
S. Altman $t <$a.




October 19th, 20th and 21st.
Autumn Modes
as sponsored and worn by the
College Set
Fashions of Parisian inspiration and American
interpretation will be shown, in the Season's
favored fabrics and colors.
Sports Dresses
of kasha, kashmir woolens, jersey, velveteen
Suede Sports Jackets, Sweaters, Tweed Skirts
Ensemble Suits Coats and Hats





Friday and Saturday. Oct. Ill and 1~,
"The Street of Forgotten Men'
, Oct. 19 and 20
"The Little French Girl"
it, Kewfl ConitMly llni, Muun
Wed. and TaWS.. Oct. 31 m
"Rugged Water"
Friday and Saturday. Oct. :.'.t a,
"The Lucky Devil"
Have you tried our
delicious Luncheons and





Q WELCOME TO WELLESLEY H
Cement of o ur store popular for ears with college
welcome to our to\ n for this ne\ • year—we solicitX trade, bids
"R your patronage! A
| EVERYTHING GOOD — FOR YOUR SPREADS I
I WELLESLEY FRUIT COMPANY
ft
l) 0I38-W—TELEPHONES—1493-M ^
X WASHINGTON STREET WELLESLEY SQUARE K
WABAN HOTEL
A few comfortable rooms now available for the win
th or without bath Steam heat, hot and cold n
ning water. Reasonable rates.
Special breakfasts & luncheons 50c
Table (THote Dinners 75c
Special Chicken Dinners $1.00










CASTLE SQUARE—Abie's Irish Host
IMPORTANCE OF OBSERVANCE
OF FIRE RILES EMPHASIZED
At the be the the
business manager and the student fire
captain, Elizabeth Kipp, '2B, wish to
impress on the college the serious-
ness of the methods taken to prevent
fire, and to remind all members of the
community o! their obligation to ob-
serve these regulations. In various
places on the campus there are fire
boxes for sending in alarms. These
boxes are unusual in that they ring
two whistles simultaneously, one on
campus, and one in the village.
Directions are also given out for
action on discovery of a fire. Sup-
posing that there are two girls who
see the fire, one of them should go
immediately to the nearest college
phone, and inform the operator where
the fire is. The other should go to
the nearest fire box, send in the alarm.
and wait there until the engines come.
This is necessary because the alarm
sent in on the type of fire boxes used
on campus does not tell the fire de-
partment the location of the five.
'ery member of the college com-
ity is urged to find out where
the alarms are, so that in case of fire
efficiency could be expected. Attention
called to the fact that there are
i extinguishers in the society
APPOINTMENT OF RED CROSS
COMMITTEE MEMBERS IS MADE
Miss Pendleton has appointed Char-
lotte Denny Student Chairman, and
Phyllis Albert, Vice-Chairman of the
Red Cross Committee tor the coming
year. Miss Ruth' Clark of the French
Department is treasurer of the com-
mittee. The drive for student mem-
bership will begin. November 11.
HARVARD'S CHOICE OF BOOKS
INCLUDES JUVENILE VOLUMES
In a rather humorous vein is an ar-
ticle which appeared in the Boston
Transcript. concerning Harvard's
choice of hooks from Miss Amy Low-
ell's library. Miss Lowell's will pro-
vided that Harvard might select what
books it wished from her library. The
college's selection has included a full
set of the Rollo books. "Thus does a
theme for ridicule in one generation
become a theme for historic study in
the next." Miss Lowell certainly did
not keep the volumes for light read-
ing while she was writing her own




•e Harth a hint to
graduate student, who, the Transcript
predicts, will write on "Abbott's Rollo
as an Archetype of American Juven-
ility in the Ante-Bellum days."
CORRECTIONS
The NEWS wishes to state that it
was Miss Ethel Anderton of the Mathe-
matics Department who received the
degree of Ph.D., from Yale University,
last June Instead of Miss Marion E.
Stark who, in the issue of October 8.
was reported to have obtained this de-
gree from the University of Chicago.
There will be no refreshments at
Dorm Dancing this Saturday night as
implied in last week's NEWS.
THE CHINESE HIT! ATlO>
tinned from Page 4, Col. 4)
voice an opposition to
a law by the municipal council of
press censorship.
I shall now review briefly the re-
port of this man, checked by the state-
ments of Dr. David Yu, who, on ac-
count of his impartiality, was called
pro-foreign by the Chinese and vice-
When the students were arrested,
other students asked to be taken too,
for they had the same purpose of lec-
turing to the mass, even if they were
not actually doing it at that particu-
lar moment. The arrest caused no
violence, for the students did not pre-
tend to resist. But as over ten stu-
dents were arrested, the passers-by
immediately followed, curious to find
out the cause. A crowd followed.
Soon more people joined the crowd,
eager to satisfy their curiosity. Gradu-
ally the crowd of several hundred peo-
ple followed, and with many more
joining in the rear. Several long
streets were packed. The policemen
were frightened. The chief policeman
stood up and literally said, "Stop!
Stop! if not, die!" The Chinese words
were badly spoken, so that the few
who stood near enough to hear hardly
understood him. Of course all the
people in the hack could not hear
anything. Ten seconds was the time
allowed for dispersion. My dear
friends, can you expect hundreds of
people to disperse in ten seconds, es-
pecially when most of them did not
even hear the warning? The water
pipe was within reach. But the po-
licemen fired neither into the air nor
used water to disperse the crowd, but
fired actually at these people of flesh
and blood. The result you know al-
ready. The wounds from the hacks
show actual flight while they w
shot, and not one harmed on the other
side shows the people unarmed. This
act judged by any unprejudiced peo-
ple ought to be condemned.
The students were wrong in lectur-
ing on the street, (a correction
last letter in June.) But they did
not commit enough wrong to d
No apology was offered. The rest
of the nation protested, but no re-
sponse from the municipal council.
The country went on a strike. This
absolute refusal of conference for so
long by Great Britain may be attri-
buted to two causes: it is hard to ac-
knowledge mistakes (for Great Bri-
tain), and the English people believed
that after a few months the enthusi-
asm would die a natural death. It
may happen that their expectation
will materialize, but nothing could
ever erase from our minds a vision of
a United China, trying to shake off for-
eign oppression. Our immediate ob-
ject may not come true, but the strike
will not and cannot be in vain! We
see that we can unite to protect our-
selves against a common enemy. That
sight is worth our present sacrifice.
The English newspapers have pro-
claimed loudly that the strike was ini-
tiated by Bolshevism. This poison has
spread far. Many good-hearted mis-
sionaries quote newspapers as the Bi-
ble. But allow me to point out to you
one significant fact, presented alike
by the English and the Chinese news-
papers (a rare case.) It was reported
that when the laborers heard rumors
about the Bolshevistic tendency, they
immediately went to the headquarters
storming and threatening until they
were convinced of the Innocence of
their leaders. Can these very labor-
ers act by Bolshevism when their pur-
pose of storming Hie headquarters was
against it? Nay, the strike has no Red
influence. I do not deny that maybe
some of the people individually be-
lieve in Bolshevism, hut certainly not
the movement.
Granted for argument's sake that
Bolshevism did have a part (I know It
is not so), have the nations any right
to interfere? Russia is Bolshevistic.
Why don't the nations send armed
forces to Russia to suppress it? The
municipal government which fired un-
der the pretence of quenching Bolshe-
vism would never have dared if we
had a strong government.
Do not think that we are not con-
scious of our own weakness which
2 it possible for others to prey
s. We are. But have a little pa-
tience in allowing us more time. We
will have a united government, for
e are a united people. No matter
ho rules, the people at large are
friendly and go about their business
egulaiiy. Civil wars do not disturb
he mass of people. While the strike
i
-as on, I have not suffered one incon-
enience in any way. We are a queer
people. We can live happily without
government. It is both a blessing
d a curse, a blessing for we don't
suffer with change of politicians, a
curse because other peoples despise
us for it.
Kidnapping is still prospering.
Many rich children as well as foreign-
ers have been kidnapped. I lament
over the fact and I don't hide it from
you.
Standards of living have gone up
three times since I first left home, four
years ago. In my heart, I feel that
a great deal of disorder is caused by
the rapid rise of standards of living,
but not a corresponding rise in the
earning.
Prom the little I saw of Japan, I am
impressed by the effect by the passage
of your immigration prohibition. This
and the earthquake have made the na-
tives resentful to the Westerners, even
to the missionaries who spent tens of
years there. I was travelling with an
American friend, and when we ap-
pealed to a missionary for help with
regard to some ricksha difficulties we
get this answer—"The time has chang-
ed, We must do what they ask for
otherwise they spit on us or kick us
and their government, will protect
them." Our missionaries have voiced
the same dread. This is simply a
word of advice. Whatever you do at
home, your missionaries feel the ef-
fects. While your pride and self-in-
terest persuade you to pass the law
of Immigration Prohibition, your
friends are suffering from untold dis-
appointment and even humiliation.
This is a very sketchy summary of
my experiences. If any of you should
be interested to hear more about them,
I will gladly sacrifice half a day's
work in the laboratory at Johns Hop-
kins to have a chat with you.
Chi-lianrj Ku-ei, \>r,.
ACADEMIC PROCESSION SHOWS
TWO NEW RED FACULTY GOWNS
The first academic pro
September 26 was enlivened by the red
gowns of the two members of the fac-
ulty who were wearing them for the
first time in Wellesley. Miss Francis
Lowater, Associate Professor in the
Physics Department, wore the dark
rose broadcloth gown faced with silk
of the same color and the black "beef-
eater" hat which betokens a doctorate
from the University of London.
Miss Ruth Clark, Assistant Profes-
sor of French, wore the scarlet doc-
tor's gown of the University of Edin-
burgh. It is trimmed in royal blue,
shot with maise. Her hat, the birrc-
tttvi, was of black velvet. Miss Clark
received her Litt. D. in 1917. Though
this degree is merely honorary in the
United States, it is earned abroad.
Professor Lowater received her
Ph. D. from the University of London
in 1923. Her work was in the field
of spectroscopy. She received her
B. S. from the same university in 1900
and her M. A. from Bryn Mawr in
1906. Her home is in Bournemouth.
gland.
AMY LOWELL'S BEQUEST BEING
ADDED TO WIDENER LIBRARY
Authorities at the Widener Library,
states the Harvard Crimson, are at
present cataloguing Amy Lowell's col-
lection of books, bequeathed to the
University last spring. She possessed
of the finest private libraries in
the world, her collection of Keatsiana
% without parallel. Among the
:
valuable hooks in the bequest is
implete set of the Rollo Books,
ten for young people some years
They were given to her in her
childhood and treasured until they at-
tained considerable value. Single
>s are occasionally found, but au
e set is believed to be very rare.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
REPORT MANY MEMBERS OF '25
WHO ARE TEACHING THIS YEAR
The following list represents the
nembers of the class of 1925 who reg-
stered with the Bureau of Occupa-
ions and who have reported that they
tre teaching. The Bureau will appre-
nl.i]
ing other members of the class,
order that the occupational statistics
may be as complete as possible.
Alexander. Doris, Mathematics and
History, Westbrook Seminary, Port-
land, Me.
Aurelio, Priscilla, English, Normal
School, Agen, Prance.
Austin, Sarah, Kindergarten, North
Summit, N, J.
Bartlett, Phyllis B. Assistant in
English, Welles ley College (Part time)
Beverstock, Mary L., Governess,
Brookline, Mass.
Blain, Margaret C Miscellaneous
subjects, St. Mary's School, Shanghai,
China.
Bush, Virginia C. T., English and
History. High School, Leroy, N. Y.
Chandonnet, Helen S., Assistant,
Normal School, Evreux, France.
• Cole, Irene W., Latin and English,
High School, No. Collins, N. Y.
* DeCoster, Dorothy, History and
Athletics, Montmare School, Lake Pla-
cid, N. Y.
Dwinell, Marion. Teaching fellow-
ship, Concord, N. H.
Eaglesfield, Ruth, English and
French, High School, Girard. Pa.
Edson, Isabel, Science, High School,
Amen fa, N. Y.
Edwards, Ada I., English, High
School, Matawan, N. J.
Emery, Ruth. Substitute teaching,
Sanford, .Maine.
Freeman, Eva, English, Northfield
Seminary, E. Northfield, Mass.
Freeman, Victoria. English and Mu-
sic. College Hill School, Easton, Pa.
Goodwin, Edith T., Fourth grade.
Landsdowne Friends' School, Lands-
downe, Pa.
Hannah. Margaret H., English, Pub-
lic School, No. Braddock, Pa.
Harbison, Katherine, French, Pri-
vate school, Louisville, Ky.
Harris, Dorothy G., Nature Study &
Science, Harley School, Rochester,
N. Y., (Private.)
Howard, Mary E., Latin and Arith-
metic, High School, Sayville, N. Y.
Johnston, June, English and Latin,
St. Katherine's Hall, Davenport, la.
Jones, Martha C, Latin and English,
Public School, Crestwood, Ky.
Kennedy, Mary C, English and His-
tory, High School, Hunter, N. Y.
Knapp, Helen E., History, High
School, Waverly, N. Y.
Knight, Dorothy. Latin and English.
High School, Ferndale, Mich.
Laughlin, Lucille, History, English.
Physical Culture, Berwick Academy,
So. Berwick, Me.
Lovejoy, Ruth D., Misc. subjects.
Public School, Sandwich, Mass.
McCrea, Saretta, English, High
School, Plymouth, N. H.
McCrillis, Ruth, Latin and History,
High School, W. Hartford, Conn.
Mclntyre, Gertrude E„ Geography,
Junior High School, Ithaca, N. Y.
Marshall. Mary I., Spanish and
French, George School, Pa.
Memory. Ruth, History, St. Margar-
et's School, Waterbury, Conn.
Mevay, Mary A., Grade I, Public
School, Washington, Pa.
Miles, Elizabeth, Study supervisor,
Frances Shinier School, Mt. Carroll,
111.
Miller, Charlotte B., History, Brant-
wood Hall, Bronxville, N. Y.
Miller, Mildred, Supervisor of Mu-
sic, Baltimore, Md.
Milton, Eleanor, General Civics.
Dodge City, Kansas.
Nissly, Caroline E., Supervisor of
Music, Myerstown, Pa.
Patterson, Beatrice, English Com-
position and Literature. Penn Hall,
Chambersburg, Pa.
Putnam, Adelaide, Kindergarten,
Public School, Waltham, Mass.
Rice, Lucinda H., Science (Instruc-
tor), Winthrop College, Rock Hill,
S. C.
SMITH HAS ESTABLISHED NEW
SYSTEM OF CLASS ATTENDANCE
"Smith College has opened this fall
ith a new system of attendance,"
says the Christian Science Monitor of
October 7. Each student whose aca-
nic standing is satisfactory may
ke her own decisions in regard to
which classes in her courses she needs
to attend in order to maintain her
grades, and how often. Compulsory
ttendance is, however, required be-
fore and after Thanksgiving, Christ-
and Spring holidays, and at the
beginning of each semester.
A student whose average is B or
higher is placed on the Dean's list.
Robinson, Priscilla A., English. High
School, Wilmington, Vt.
Sarles, Elizabeth L., French, Latin,
High School. Hunter. N. Y,
Sears. Miriam, Latin and Gymnas-
ium (Instructor.) St. Mary's School,
Concord. N. H.
Shirley, Elizabeth, English, High
School, Norwood, Mass.
Sims, Elizabeth B., Mathematics, An-
:iit History. French, St. Margaret's
School, Waterbury, Conn.
Stephens. Beverly R., English, High
School, Hanna, La.
Tuers, Louise, Geology & Gen'l
Science, Friends School, Washington,
D. C.
Wangner, Katharine J., English and
History, Junior High School. Garden
City, N. Y.
Whitman. Imogen C, Misc. subjects,
Orleans, Mass.
Williams, Mary F.. Assistant in Art
Dept.. Wellesley College.
Willis. Virginia S., Botany, High
School, Mt. Vernon. Wash.
Wood, Alice E. K„ History, East
High School. Rochester, N. Y.
Cohen, Mildred, English, High
School, Brooklyn, N. Y.
)avis, Loretta A., Mathematics.
English, Public school. Ellet, Ohio.
This cade
honor, but carries with it the priv
lege of exemption, at the discretio
of the instructor, from examination
in courses in which the student ha
a grade of A or B for th«
WELLESLEY NOW HAS VISITING
AS WEL AS RESIDENT DOCTOR
Dr. De Kruif is now the visiting
physician of the college, and stops at
the college houses to see girls who are
too sick to go to the infirmary. She
is living on Leighton Road, and lec-
turing in Hygiene as well as prac-
tising. Dr. Elizabeth Broyles, of Mis-
souri, is the new resident physician
and has lately been practising in Ne-
ESPERANTO AT VASSAR JOINS
ACCEPTED MODERN LANGUAGES
Esperanto is taking its place amoni
the modern language courses at Vas
sar, the Vassar Miscellany News as
serts. Esperanto will he a ten lesson
course with little outside prepar
which should appeal both to the
dents and faculty members who wish
take the course. In explanatk
s innovation at Vassar the Ju*
y Neivs says further:
Esperanto, the international lan-
guage, is to be taught at Vassar this
as a psychological experiment.
With the growth of international or-
zations and the development of
the radio, the demand for such a lan-
guage is becoming yearly more appar-
ent. After several attempts to formu-
late a suitable system, Esperanto with
ts simple and logical roots has been
dopted, and is now in actual use at
onferences. ... At the end of the
experimental one hour course Dr.
Thorndike of Columbia will give psy-
chological tests to discover how well
d how easily Esperanto may be
learned in a limited space of time."
On Svery
Qampus—
—the smartest girls are sponsor-
ing the vogue of Sports Fur
Coats. Raccoon is a favorite, its
swagger smartness ready for any
occasion. Squirrel and Beaver
—Leopard,NaturalMuskrat,
and Nutria—each numbers its
devotees by the score! Gunther
Coats have that air of "differ-
ence" that well-dressed girls in-
sist upon. The only thing or-
dinary about them is the price!
A large selection of Fur Sport




FURRIERS FOR MORE THAN A CENTURY







202 - 216 Boylston Street, Boston
For the Best of
FRUIT AND FANCY GROCERIES
ROYAL FRUIT
WELLESLEY 0484






Etchings, Woodcuts, Prints, and Old Maps
A Wide Selection at Moderate Prices
ARTIST'S PAINTS
In Oils and Water Artist's Enamels
Call Wellesley 1046
CORKUM BROS.
587 Washington St., Wellesley
THE
The Mode In Waterproof Coats
Time was when waterproof coats were tolerated
even with their ugliness—now all is changed.
You can have STYLE in a raincoat, that is, if you
specify Sawyer's Frog Brand Slickers. All college
women are wearing them. The lively colors en-
hance the healthy complexion besides preventing
uncomfortable ills brought on by inclement weather.
Get out in the wet weather, nothing puts quite so
much rosiness into the cheeks, but first clip on your
Frog Brand Slicker, then you are well dressed.
SAWYER'S FROG BRAND SLICKERS
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
COSMOPOLITAN CLUB ARRANGES
CHANGES IN YEAR'S PROGRAM
On January 14. 1921, was adopted
a constitution for the Wellesley Col-
lege Cosmopolitan Club, which states
under Article 2: Section 1. that the
purpose of the club is to "create bond!
of friendship among Wellesley Col
lege students of all nationalities.'
Perhaps it is because the member:
have so well carried out their pur-
pose that little has been heard aboii;
the organization. As suggested by the
name, it is a club of foreign students
which American girls have the privi-
lege of joining as long as the num-
ber of Americans does not exceed
twice the number of foreign students.
Their meetings are held about eight
times a year, the annual one coming
in May. In the past these meetings
have been in the form of breakfast
parties, talks by interesting people
like Dr. Hume from India, and more
informal talks in which everyone
takes part. One of last year's most in-
teresting gatherings was of the latter
kind, when each student gave a talk on
the contributions of her country to
science. In spite of intellectual talk,
however, the social side is more em-
phasized.
This year Yone Murayama. the presi-
dent, hopes for some changes. Yone
believes that through the customs, the
folk dances, the portrayal of native
everyday life of different countries, a
greater understanding may be reached.
Different groups will be asked to be
sponsors for one evening's program.
The artistic spontaneous side will be
emphasized as in the first party com-
ing the 30th of this month. It will
be a typically American Hallowe'en
Party with costumes and ghost stor-
ies. Later in the year, probably in
December, one meeting will be open to
the public. This will probably be a
talk on Japanese Prints.
Anyone who is particularly inter-
ested in the Cosmopolitan Club still
has a chance to apply for membership.
Apply before October 17, to the sec-
retary, Dorothy Erdman, '27, at Free-
HOUSES IN V1LL ELECT THEIR
FIRE CAPTAINS FOR THE YEAR
The freshmen have elected fire cap-
tains for each of the village houses,
and fire drills may be expected soon.




') Appleby Dorothy Morgan





599 Washington Virginia Shedd
603 Washington Polly Wyman




Washington Annex ...Catherine Kohn
Leighton Molly Danfortli
62S Washington Grace Fearey
IS Belair Grace Palmer
Noanett Katherine Cast
7 Waban Else Kauzmann
REGULATIONS MUST BE SIGNED
BY ALL SENIORS OWNING CARS
The responsibilities of owning
car in Wellesley have already called
a number of seniors to Mr. Kay:
office to sign the list of statements
and regulations concerning the us
automobiles in college. The list reads
as follows:
Automobile Rules for 1925-1926
1. The privilege of keeping auto
mobiles at Wellesley is confined t(
members of the senior class.
2. Seniors desiri'ng the prlvilegi
must obtain permission, before bring
ing their cars to Wellesley, from th<
Dean of Residence.
3. Seniors to whom permission i:
given will be asked to subscribe t<
certain regulations in regard to the
use of cars. (Official Circular of In-
formation, Page 68).
4. Students may return unchaper-
oned on Sunday until 7:30 P. M.
Groups of students returning by auto-
mobile from approved places must
have their plans approved by the Dean
of Residence. (Official Circular of In-
formation. Page 40.)
5. Students may arrive via motor,
etc. (Official Circulation of Informa-
tion. Page 40.)
6. Parking is not permitted in the
Quadrangle, but is allowed in the
space in front of Alumnae Hall and
elsewhere.
7. Cars must not be left overnight
on college roads.
8. Garage space is available in the
ice-house at the following rates: $5
a month for small cars (Fords. Chev-
rolets, Overlands, and others of the
same general size) ; $7 a month for
larger cars.
Statement of Pledge
"I have read the foregoing state-
lents and regulations, and agree to
anform to them loyally.
I understand that I am responsible
>r conforming to the state and towu
iws in regard to the use of automo-
biles."
To this list each student owning a
r is required to sign her name, the
irae of the legal owner of the car,
the registration number and the state,
id the driver's license number.
Attention may be called to the in-
rpretation of the rule that the privi-
lege of keeping cars at Wellesley is
fined to seniors,—which is that
"no undergraduate except a senior
y operate a car in Wellesley." The
siness Manager's office also asks
that it be emphasized that no parking
permitted in the space between the
ministration Building and Music
Hall.
PECULIAR NAMES FIND PLACE
AMONG WELLESLEY FAVORITES
The old and the new, the strange
and the familiar, are blended in the
names of Wellesley's newest class. A
survey of the names of the members
of 1929 reveal numerous old favorites,
and some that are new in college cir-
cles. Concerning the commoner first
names, there are 26 Marys, 25 Eliza-
beths, 23 Margarets, 16 Helens, 14
Dorothys, 11 Alices, 10 Katherines.
Some comparatively rare names are
popular with the freshmen, as is evi-
denced by the fact that there are 2
Harriets, 2 Gertrudes, 3 Josephines, 4
Esthers, and 5 Marions. Among the
peculiar names which 1929 boasts are
Astrid, Persis, Lois-Long, Meryle,
Betheva. and Theodate.
Regarding last names the freshmen
are more conservative. There are 5
Smiths and 1 Smythe, 4 Joneses, 3 Ab-
bots. Wheelers and Robinsons, and 2
Dorothy Johnsons. From several more
unusual names a "Freshman Menu"
may be compiled as follows: Appel,
Bacon. Beers, Bean, Ham, Bouillon.
Other strange names in the list are
Backus, Bible, Chew, Diffenbaugh,
Lake. Law, and Tonkonogy.
WELLESLEY IS FIRST COLLEGE
TO HAVE DEAN OF FRESHMEN
According to an article which ap-
peared in the New York Sun, Miss
Frances L. Knapp. "well known edu-
cator," as Dean of Freshmen, here at
Wellesley "holds the first post of its
kind in any college." The article con-
tinues, "She is a Wellesley graduate.
For the last nine years she has been
secretary to the Board of Admission
at the college. It is expected that




12 Centre Place, Newton, Mass.
After the Game
READ
She ^Boston Aliening (Transcript
FOOTBALL EXTRA
Every play will be accurately
recorded by our football ex-




contains a wealth of information
for lovers of the game
ON SALE AT H. L. FLAGG COMPANY
flowers for societies—
You'll get just the kind of
flowers you want done up in
the way you want—to thrill the
new girls and make them
happy—or to startle the pres-
ent members with some new
combinations.
Yo ed only call.
th ^THEFLOM
Drop in at our
w store next to
_
Blue Dragon, - HOMST
ituated there for 65 £mden Street t 58 CentralStreet
our convenience. Wellesley 0}g7 * Wellesley ll/O
WELLESLEY. MASSACHUSETTS
We announce the opening of our
New Garage and Filling Station
at Washington and Kingsbury Streets
This is a strictly fire-proof, all day light modern
garage, with no posts.
We solicit your patronage
ROBERT G. SMITH
We will of course still continue our up-to-date












21. Then we give






with bath at 7 Abbo
E. Flagg. Telephon.
Wellesley 0910.
ENDOMEBOS T O K
'Service with a Smile"
Especially appointed









THIS classic pen with the
Hand-size grip and Over-
size ink capacity has become so
thoroughly the Inter-collegiate
Pen that Parker Duofold'a
black and red combination
have also become the Inter-
collegiate colors, as it were.
No style of writing can dis-
tort its 25-year point.
This beauty is awaiting you









8:10 P. M-, Tower Court. The Coun-
cil of tile Wellesley College Alumnae
Association "At Home" to members of
the Faculty
Sunday, October IS: 11:00 A. M.,
Memorial Chapel. Preacher. Dr. G.
Ciena Atkins, Detroit.
7:30 P. M., Memorial Chapel. Vesper
P. M.
ton o: tm In ,.a r: ill of Latin.
Tuesday, October 20: 4:30 P. M..
Billings Hall. First Poet's recital of
the year by Mr. Carl Sandburg.
7:45 P. 51., Alumnae Hall. Oxford—
Wellesley Debate. Wellesley speak-
ers: Ruth 51. Sullivan, Julia S. Older.
Elizabeth Adams. Decision by vote of
the audience. Tickets at the El Table.
October 13-20: also at the door. Price
Wednesday, October 21: First Pay
Day.
4:40 P. 51., A. K. X. House. Meet-
ing of the Association Of Officers and





opponents of the compulsory chapel
may be able to accept the scheme as
not imposing a severe obligation on
GIVE
WHAT YOU WILL—BUT WILL
TO GIVE
MUCH!
EDITORS OF HARVARD CRIMSON
CRITICIZE COLLEGE COURSES
Setting a new and interesting pre-
cedent, the editors of the Harvard
have published what they








vey Elwyn Reetl, University of Michi-
gan '24.
,
'23 Adelaide S. Hollenbeck to Kirk
McFarlin, Williams and 5Iassacbusetts
Institute of Technology.
'25 Virginia H, Hearding to Otto E.
Davidson. Jr., Master of Science ot
Electrical Engineering. University of
Michigan 1019 and 1921.
MARRIED
'20 Rachel C. Jones to Randolph
Palmer Xason. October 3, 1925 at
Friends' Meeting House. Plymouth
Meeting. Penna. Address after No-
vember 15, 27 Frederick St., Hartford,
Conn.
'23
.Marion Seelye to William Rich-
mond Wheeler. M. I. T. '25. at Walpole.
Mass., July 11. Address: 4S East 57th
St.. Xe York Cit
BORN
'13 To Marion Rider Robinson a son,
David Arthur Robinson. September
30. 1925.
14 To Thelma Frost Reese a son,
John Renowden Reese. June 4, 1925.
19 To Ruth Dorchester Allen a
second son. Daniel Dorchester Allen,
August 4, 1925.
'20 To Marion Her.sey Swett a
daughter. Dorothy Alice Swett, Octo-
ber :;. 1925.
DIED
'03 and '04 Mrs. Edmund T. Lukens,
mother of Evangeline Lukens Harvey
and Gertrude Lukens. September 23,
1925 in Oxford, N. J.
'25 George C. Bowker. father of
Betty Bowker, August 22. 1925.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
'99 Kate W. Tibbals from Swarth-
more. Penna.. to 511 Hawthorn Lane,
225TH YEAR OF SERVICE SEES
YALE'S HALLS STILL CROWDED
Dean Frederick S. Jones, according
to the Boston Trim,script for Septem-
ber 30, said that the registration for
the academic department was the
largest on record and even a new dor-
mitory would not accommodate all the
students. More than 1500 have been
received, aside from the freshman
class, whose limit of 850 was reached
weeks ago. Since the close of regis-
tration, a large number of applica-
tions for admission to the ranks of
1927 lias been turned down.
A new system of dividing the Col-
lege into two groups/to attend chapel
will go into effect shortly. Half the
student body will £ttend chapel the
first three days of ^ach week, and the
other half, the last three, while the
two divisions alternate also on Sun-
iurses, in which neither the p rotes
-
rs nor their methods are spared,
iturally such an innovation has
ised a great deal of comment both
verse and favorable. Notable among
ese is the hearty approval of the
)ston Transcript; a part of their
inion is quoted below.
"This enterprise which the Har
imso7i hazards today, is more
usual. This liberal grant of space
the essential work men com*
for is without precedent. The
i's 'Confidential Guide to the
him,' in which the merits and
s of forty Harvard courses are
assessed by men who have
taken them, is presented with all the
care and effort customarily reserved
only for major football games.
"A careful reading of the 'Guide'
does not lead to the conclusion that
much of it is wrong. On the con-
trary, the. impression one gains is
that most of it is right. Indeed the
whole sheaf of forty notices indicate
clear coincidence of undergraduate
opinion, based upon the experience of
four years of study, with the dictum
of Dr. Charles F. Thwing; 'Great
scholars in teachers' chairs are good.
Great teachers in teachers' chairs are
vho i
TENNIS AND GOLF STILL HOLD
FIRST PLACE IN POPULARITY
i in preceding years tennis and
are the favorite Wellesley sports,
ing the list with enrolments of
and 174 respectively. Crew is
third, with 119 out. Due to the elim-
on of three sports, every sport is
? crowded. The enrolment for
basket ball is 10t>, for hockey 104, for
volley ball 102, and riding has the
smallest number, 72. There are no
games being played, and. lacrosse
bee rted this fall.
HARVARD UNIVERSITY OPENED
WITH SEVERAL NEW BUILDINGS
"Har
'.pt-nh.L'
n tip-toe for its 2S9th
larland R. Ratcliffe in
Bos-ton Transcript September 26,
There is much construction work go-
ut in and around the Yard. The
Fogg Art Museum is being erec-
at the corner of Massachusetts
Avenue and Quiucy Street, where the
Agassiz House formerly stood. The
central door of this building will face
central door of Sever, forming a
tor quadrangle. It is the plan of
University that Quincy Street be
ntually made a part of the college
grounds.
Lehman Hall, the new counting
)use, has recently opened, and the
Business College has removed into it.
Old Massachusetts Hall is scarcely to
cognized since it has been recon-
ted with fireproof materials and
fitted out as a dormitory. This is the
oldest building now standing in the
College. Historically and architectur-
ally it is one of the most important
buildings in the country.
SPORTISG!
The Heads of Hiking. Swimming.
and Snowshoeing-Skiing will be
appointed and announced next
week. Any girls who are inter-
ested in promoting these sports at
Y.'elleaZey are asked to give their
names to Kathleen Scudder '26 at
Tow Court.
BECAUSE
The New Student is still th<
only paper which "invites th<
student to participate in hi;
The New Student is an index
of the thoughtfulness of stu-
dents all over the world, and a
digest of their activity
;
A long list of thinkers and
writers of first importance
have recommended it unstint-
ingly as a unique expression of
and by the youth of to-day ;
5 column of satire is witty
d lighthanded ; its editorials
tver exposes of college foi-



















for the taming of the
wily Greek verb or the










Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 19 and 20
Women's Hats - Coats - Gloves
Neckties, Imported Golf Jackets, etc.
Collins & Fairbanks Co.
383 WASHINGTON ST.
BOSTON
FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS, SENIORS, ATHLETES
Do You Know ?
"HOW TO STUDY"
of the Topics Covered
Why You Need This Guide
You Need This Intelligent Assistance
CLIP ^^
AND MAIL
TODAY.
